Your Single Digital Key
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★ Wireless digital access key and identity
token that stores up to 1000 passwords for
websites and software installed on your
computer.
★ Quick locator, proximity sensor and theft
alarm for valuable objects or beings (like
car keys, purse, laptop case or even a pet!)
★ A remote for your phone enabling features
like discreet voice recording or distant
video camera activation.
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Customer Segments
★ Private customers who have sensitive
information on their devices, would like
to protect this information by
controlling the access to their devices
as well as applications and websites,
and want to do it in a handy way.

★ Corporations willing to implement their
data protection procedures in a nonintrusive and employee-friendly
manner.
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Functionality Overview
★ Locking/unlocking of the device based on user proximity
according to the strength of Bluetooth® signal (RSSI).
★ Safe encrypted vault with automated input for up to 1000
passwords to software and websites. This will save user
up to 200 minutes a month spent on inputting passwords.
★ One-time-password (OTP) generator for two-factor
authentication in services like Google® Account, Windows
Live®, Slack®, Facebook®, GitHub®, Evernote®, etc.
★ Theft alarm based on RSSI proximity sensor.
★ Access control and monitoring tool, capable of activating
device camera if device position changes while a user
(and his HideezKey™) is away.
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Wunderbar Features
★ Requires no cable or USB port. Wireless,
encrypted and energy efficient Bluetooth LE
connectivity.
★ Needs no plugins. You install single app that
works with literally any software or websites.
★ Uses automated script, saving you those
7 minutes a day and eliminating the hassle of
remembering the long passwords (while enabling
you to use passwords of any complexity).
★ No charging is needed. Device uses CR2032 type
battery that costs <$1 and lasts for 6 months.
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Personal Security
★ Control access to all your devices based on your
physical presence nearby. None will even notice.
★ Use HideezKey™ as a hardware token to encrypt
personal files like photos, documents or Bitcoin
wallet credentials.
★ Store all your passwords in encrypted password
manager. You can opt in to sync your data in hashes
to our servers via SSL connection to recover it in
case you lose or damage your HideezKey™.

★ Use HideezKey™ as a security tag for objects to
which it is attached.
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Corporate Security
★ Supports multi-layer identification.
★ Can store employee’s digital signature.

★ Provides physical access control for
employee’s device in a non-intrusive and
friendly manner.
★ Can be flexibly integrated into the access
control system of a corporation.
★ HideezKey™ can be remotely deactivated if
a corporation deploys Hideez Server™.
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Banking and Cryptocurrencies
★ Reliable identification of the client.
★ Safe vault for digital signatures,
security certificates and blockchain
credentials.
★ Simple and efficient endpoint
security solution.
★ External hardware encryption layer.
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Proximity Alarm
Attach HideezKey™ to your purse,
backpack, keychain or pet’s collar to:
★ Get instant visual and sound
notifications when you are about to
lose your pet or personal item.
★ Locate lost items and pets by
activating sound alarm on their
HideezKey™.
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Technologies Under the Hood
★ RSA-1024
★ AES-CCM (FIPS-1971) Bluetooth® 4.2
bonding with IRK
★ RFC 6238 for OTP
★ Open SSL compatible

★ Virtual keyboard driver is required to enable
automated password input for Windows 8.1
and higher.

Please request our white paper by sending your inquiry to on@hideez.com
to get additional information on Hideez™ technology.
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Product Specification
HideezKey™ currently works with:
★ Windows 8.1 and higher;
★ Android 4.4 and higher;
★ MacOS and iOS are currently in
testing.
★
★
★
★

Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy
CR2032 Battery Life is 6 months.
Dimensions: 31 х 31 х 7,5 mm
Weight: 8 g
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Customization
★ We can use any Pantone color as
HideezKey™ case color.
★ We can imprint your branding on
the HideezKey™ case.
★ We can customize Hideez™
interface with your corporate
colors, brand name and logo.
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Further Inquiries
Oleg Naumenko
Founder & CEO
+38067 214 74 77
on@hideez.com
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